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How water shortages are brewing wars 3

• Unprecedented levels of dam building and water extraction by nations on great rivers are leaving countries further 
downstream increasingly thirsty, increasing the risk of conflicts.

• As much as a quarter of the world's population now faces severe water scarcity at least one month out of the year.
• According to the UN and World Bank, drought could put up to 700 million people at risk of displacement by 2030.
• "If there is no water, politicians are going to try and get their hands on it and they might start to fight over it,“ - UN.
• Over the course of the 20th Century, global water use grew at more than twice the rate of population increase. 

Today, this dissonance is leading many cities – from Rome to Cape Town, Chennai to Lima – to ration water.
• Water crises have been ranked in the top five of the World Economic Forum's Global Risks by Impact list nearly every 

year since 2012.
• Peter Gleick of Oakland-based Pacific Institute and his team are behind the Water Conflict Chronology: a log of 925 

water conflicts, large and small, stretching back to the days of the Babylonian king Hammurabi.
• "We categorized conflicts in three groups," says Gleick. "A 'trigger' of conflict, where violence is associated with 

disputes over access and control of water; a 'weapon' of conflict, where water or water systems are used as weapons 
in conflicts, including for the use of dams to withhold water or flood downstream communities; and as 'casualties' or 
'targets' of conflicts, where water resources or treatment plants or pipelines are targeted during conflicts.“

• Leaf through the records he and his colleagues have compiled, however, and it becomes clear that the bulk of the 
conflicts are agriculture-related. It's perhaps not surprising as agriculture accounts for 70% of freshwater use.

• "The latest research on the subject does indeed show water-related violence increasing over time," says Charles 
Iceland, global director for water at the World Resources Institute. 

• Around the world, there's plenty of examples where tensions are high though – the Aral Sea conflict comprising 
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan; the Jordan River conflict amongst the Levantine 
states; the Mekong River dispute between China and its neighbors in Southeast Asia. None have yet boiled over into 
conflict. But Schmeier also points towards one dispute that is showing signs it might.

• As climate change and growing human populations continue to compound the problem of droughts                             
around the world – solutions will become ever more necessary to stop conflict and migration.
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Paris to Berlin in an hour: Welcome to the future of high-speed rail travel in Europe
• If there’s one thing that could lure passengers to trains, it’s likely the tantalizing possibility of drastically reduced 

travel times between major European cities at zero emissions.
• Companies like Nevomo in Poland and Zeleros in Spain are working towards making this a reality by developing a hi-

tech maglev rail system and a scalable Hyperloop system respectively.
• "Hyperloop is a new way of transport that basically reduces friction, which is the main source of inefficiency in 

transportation," Juan Vicén Balaguer, the co-founder and Chief Marketing Officer of Zeleros Hyperloop, explained.
• "The two main frictions are the aerodynamics: when the vehicle moves there is some resistance of the air. And the 

other one is the ground friction that happens when a wheel touches the ground.
• "In order to avoid that. We put the vehicle in a tube where we eliminate most of the air and on the other side, we 

make the vehicle levitate so it doesn't touch any ground. We reduce the main friction, and we can work with five to 
10 times more energy efficiency than an airplane".

• The Hyperloop concept has its roots in the early 19th century when mechanical engineer George Medhurst first 
proposed a method of conveying people and goods using pneumatic tubes.

• But it was Elon Musk who breathed new life into the idea when he released an open-source concept for a Hyperloop 
mass transit system in 2013.

• In fact, Zeleros began as a university project competing in a Hyperloop Design competition hosted by Musk’s SpaceX 
in 2015, where they walked away with two awards for best design and                                                          
best propulsion system.

• Encouraged by their success, the team decided to go into business.                                                           
They now boast a staff of over 150 people and are at the stage of                                                            
testing the prototype they have developed.

• The aim is to achieve speeds of 1,000km at zero emissions.
• Nevomo magrail tech, if applied to high-speed lines, would be capable                                                           

of doubling the top speeds of a TGV train to 550 km/hr.
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• A large system of ocean currents in the Atlantic – which includes the Gulf Stream – has been disrupted due to 
human-caused climate change, scientists reported in a new study published Thursday. If that system collapses, it 
would lead to dramatic changes in worldwide weather patterns.

• The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, or AMOC, transports warm, salty water from the tropics northward 
at the ocean surface and cold water southward at the ocean bottom.

• A potential collapse of this ocean current system would have severe consequences around the globe, authors of the 
new study said.

• If this circulation shuts down, it could bring extreme cold to Europe and parts of North America, raise sea levels 
along the U.S. East Coast and disrupt seasonal monsoons that provide water to much of the world, the Washington 
Post said. It would also further endanger the Amazon rainforest and Antarctic ice sheets, according to the Guardian.

• Researchers who study ancient climate change have also uncovered evidence that the AMOC can turn off abruptly, 
causing wild temperature swings and other dramatic shifts in global weather systems.

• Climate models have shown that the AMOC is at its weakest in more than 1,000 years, Reuters reported. However, it 
has not been known whether the weakening is due to a change in circulation or the loss of stability.

• The study said that many factors are likely important for the disruption of the AMOC – factors that add to the direct 
effect that the warming of the Atlantic Ocean has on its circulation. These include freshwater inflow from the 
melting of the Greenland ice sheet, melting sea-ice, increasing precipitation and river run-off.

• Freshwater is lighter than saltwater and reduces the tendency of the water to sink from the surface to greater 
depths, which is one of the drivers of the overturning.

• Levke Caesar, at Maynooth University in Ireland, who was not involved in the research, told the Guardian: “The 
study method cannot give us an exact timing of a possible collapse, but the analysis presents evidence that the 
AMOC has already lost stability, which I take as a warning that we might be closer to an AMOC tipping than we 
think.”

• Other climate models have said the AMOC will weaken over the coming century but that a collapse before 2100 is 
unlikely, Reuters said.
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New GO USB data loggers are programmable and reusable
• Emerson announces the launch of its new GO USB Logger suite of products. These programmable and reusable data 

loggers collect time, temperature and humidity data from perishable products in transit. Cold                                
chain information can be downloaded and viewed when a product reaches its destination,                                       
helping ensure only the freshest and safest products reach consumers.

• Grower/shippers, third-party logistics companies, retailers, foodservice companies and the life                                 
sciences industry use GO USB loggers to record and view critical cold chain data. This product                               
was designed to help customers meet the various requirements for vaccine handling with                                       
options to satisfy both the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Centers for Disease                                      
Control (CDC) guidelines.

US retail mcommerce sales grew 41.4% during the pandemic year of 2020 
• Although mcommerce will account for only 5.9% of total retail sales in the US in 2021, it is an important piece of the 

puzzle for retailers and other verticals that sell directly to consumers. Mobile is about more than just capturing 
conversions. It’s also where a lot of discovery, decision-making, and in-store wayfinding and transactions occur.
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Albertsons Launches Amazon Prime-Style Membership Program
• Albertsons has become the largest traditional grocery retailer in the United States to launch a subscription service for 

unlimited free delivery.
• The company announced the launch of its new FreshPass membership today as part of an omnichannel 

"reintroduction" to shoppers. Its new FreshPass initiative joins two additional launches today: a free Deals & Delivery 
app and an “Albertsons for U” shopper loyalty program.

• The new FreshPass is an optional subscription service integrated into the retailer's existing apps. The membership is 
available for $99 a year (or $12.99 per month) and offers unlimited free delivery on orders $30 or more, and in select 
markets, free two-hour grocery delivery and Drive Up & Go shopping experiences. Albertsons is offering a free 30-day 
trial and numerous perks for subscribers, including 5% off the company's popular private brand O Organics and Open 
Nature products. Subscribers will also enjoy rewards that do not expire and exclusive culinary and wine experiences. 
The grocer says customers who sign up now can expect to save up to $395 per year with an annual FreshPass 
subscription.

Amazon's Fake Review Problem Tells You What the Company Really Thinks About Its Customers
• Amazon has a problem. It's the kind of problem that's obvious once you know where to look, but easy to miss 

considering the year the company has had. 
• The problem is not all products are what they seem. For a long time, the thing no one says about Amazon, but 

everyone thinks, is that unless you're buying a major brand from a seller you recognize, you're basically buying cheap 
imitations from a guy off the street. You have no idea what you'll get or whether it'll do the thing it says it will do.

• The Wall Street Journal has highlighted, on many occasions, the problem with Amazon's product reviews. If the idea 
is that you can find out how reliable a product is by the reviews, you'd expect that it would be important to Amazon 
that the reviews be honest and accurate. Instead, there is an entire underworld dedicated to pumping up the positive 
reviews of virtually no-name products, in order to attract more sales.

• This is a problem for Amazon, not just because it's really bad to have so many bad products with so many fake 
reviews. It's also a problem because Amazon knows about it and seems to have taken very little action to stop it.
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Tyson Foods grappling with 'unprecedented inflation’
• The Springdale, Arkansas-based food products company last quarter hiked its average price for pork by 39%. Beef and 

chicken prices jumped by 12% and 16%, respectively.   
• The price increases come as Tyson, like many other companies, grapples with higher raw material costs, global supply 

chain challenges and a rebound in demand. 
• Tyson is planning to raise retail prices on Sept. 5 after already having increased prices for restaurant customers. 
• While grain costs and the cost of goods sold are projected to peak in the fourth quarter of this year, the company 

cannot rule out further price increases, according to a news release. 

TJX’s sales spike as customers shop in stores
Second quarter sales at the U.S. unit of TJX Cos. posted an 18 percent increase in sales compared to the same period in 
2019 as its three core businesses — HomeGoods, Marshalls and T.J. Maxx — all reported solid gains. “Treasure-hunt 
shopping experience continued to draw customers into our stores around the world,” said TJX CEO Ernie Herrman.

Retail sales dip in July but demand continues, says NRF
• Retail sales slowed in July as retailers continued to face supply chain disruptions and consumers shifted some 

spending from goods to activities like dining out and traveling despite the delta variant, the NRF today.
• Retail sales were down 1.1% in July from June, but increased 9.5% year-over-year, according to the National Retail 

Federation. The July figure compared with a month-over-month increase of 1.1% percent and a year-over-year 
increase of 12.8%. (The NRF’s calculation of retail sales excludes restaurants, auto dealers and gasoline stations.)

• Despite the recent rise in COVID-19 cases, consumers still want to enjoy the summer weather, according JLL.
• “In turn, food services and drinking places saw a 1.7% increase as most places offer consumers the option to sit 

outside rather than in an enclosed space,” he said. 
• The shift to spending on services was expected as more of the economy reopened. Also, the move of  Amazon’s 

Prime Day promotion to June may have siphoned off some sales that normally come in July,  Kleinhenz noted. A 
number of other major retailers held their own sales promotions in June to compete with Amazon.
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The 'retail apocalypse’
• Retailers and malls were already struggling when the pandemic hit. Now they're shuttering stores at alarming rates.
• A decade ago, consumers began turning in larger numbers to Amazon and other online retailers. The steep, 

nationwide drop in sales for brick-and-mortar stores has been accelerating in recent years, but the pandemic put 
their decline into overdrive. Major retailers closed 12,000 stores in 2020, after an already devastating 2019, when 
more than 9,300 stores closed. Another 80,000 stores — 9% of the nation's total — will close in this "retail 
apocalypse" over the next 5 years as e-commerce sales grow, predicts a report from financial services company UBS.

• More than 60 major retailers filed for bankruptcy last year, including Brooks Brothers, J. Crew, Guitar Center, and Pier 
1; other recent bankruptcies include Sears, Lucky Brand, Forever 21, and Circuit City. In 2019, Payless shut down all its 
2,100 stores, and a year earlier Toys R Us closed all its 735 stores. Bed Bath & Beyond is closing 200 stores, and 
Victoria's Secret has shuttered dozens. Department stores have been particularly hard-hit.

• The entire sector has been devastated as consumers have lost the habit of shopping and browsing in person.
• Roughly 40% of the nation's department stores have closed since 2016.
• A growing number of malls are either dead or on life support. Hundreds have closed over the past decade, and 

Coresight Research estimated that a quarter of the roughly 1,000 remaining will close in the next three to five years. 
• Even before the pandemic, the U.S. had 40 percent more shopping space per capita than Canada and 10 times more 

than Germany. Industry analysts widely agreed that this retail surplus was unsustainable.
• The consumer trends behind the shift aren't going to turn around, so stores and malls are trying to adapt. Many 

retailers are increasing their focus on online sales and looking for new ways to bring in customers. 
• The shopping mall's demise has led to a dilemma in communities across the nation: what to do with millions of 

square feet of abandoned retail space.
• Some former retail outlets have become medical offices, community colleges, COVID vaccination centers, senior -

residences, and even public schools. 
• Amazon turned some 25 shopping malls into distribution warehouses between 2016 and 2019. Over the past eight 

months, Amazon has been setting up DCs in former malls in Baton Rouge, Knoxville, and Worcester, Massachusetts.
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Another shipping crisis strikes, threatening delays to Black Friday shopping
• Western Europe and China’s Henan province — a key transport hub and home to several major businesses — are 

grappling with the aftermath of devastating floods.
• The disasters have damaged railways used for the delivery of goods and raw materials in both regions.
• Supply chain software firm E2open said there will be probably be fewer and smaller discounts for the peak online 

shopping season.
• The disasters have damaged railways used for the delivery of goods and raw materials in both regions. Water rushed 

into industrial areas extensively damaging facilities, machinery and warehouses, companies in the supply chain 
industry told CNBC.

• “Black Friday and the holiday season, for which products (and raw materials) are being staged, will face the brunt of 
the impact,” Pawan Joshi, executive vice president of supply chain software firm E2open told CNBC in an email. 

• “Consumer electronics, dorm room furniture, clothing and appliances will all continue to be in short supply as back-
to-school shopping starts up, and will trickle into the peak holiday shopping season,” he said. 

• Delays from the distribution of raw materials needed to produce goods will have a cascading effect and disrupt 
supply chains “for weeks and months,” Joshi said.

• Supply chains have already been majorly disrupted this year by crises such as the shortage of shipping containers, 
the Suez Canal incident and Covid cases causing delays at the shipping hubs in Southern China.

New E-Commerce VAT Rules in the European Union
• U.S. and other non-European Union (EU) distance sellers and marketplace facilitators with customers in the EU need 

to ensure they are prepared for new e-commerce Value Added Tax (VAT) rules that came into effect in each of the 27 
EU member states on July 1, 2021.

• Similar to the new sales tax regime in the U.S. following the South Dakota v. Wayfair decision, which adopted an 
economic nexus standard by means of sales thresholds without the requirement for some sort of establishment for 
local sales taxes, many countries with VAT apply rules simply deeming a particular sale transaction to take place in 
their jurisdiction, and therefore subject to VAT, irrespective of a physical presence.
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Walmart Q2 earnings, sales top estimates amid strong traffic; online sales cool
• Walmart reported better-than-expected second-quarter earnings and sales as shoppers returned to its stores and the 

retailed gained market share in grocery. The retail giant reported adjusted earnings per share of $1.78 for the quarter 
ended July 31,  beating analysts’ estimates of $1.57.   

• Walmart’s total revenues rose 2.4% to $141.04 billion from $137.74 billion last year and exceeded estimates of 
$137.17 billion.

• Net sales at Walmart U.S. increased 5.3% to $98.2 billion. Comp sales rose 5.2% in the quarter, reflecting strong 
underlying business trends, a robust U.S. economy and stimulus spending, the company said. Comp sales were up 
14.5% on two-year stack. Comp transactions rose 6.1%. The average ticket edged down 0.8%.

• Walmart noted that its gained market share in grocery during the quarter. Its food categories saw broad-based 
strength, with low-teens growth on a two-year stack,  helped by strong price positioning, an elevated fresh offering 
and better in-stocks. Grocery sales accelerated through the quarter and increased low double- digits on a two-year 
stacked basis, the company said.

Survey: Almost all holiday shoppers will make some purchases online
• Close to nine in 10 consumers will perform at least some of their upcoming holiday shopping digitally.
• According to a new survey of 1,000 U.S. consumers from enterprise customer data platform TreasureData, nearly half 

of respondents (47%) plan to do a combination of in-store and online shopping for the holidays, with almost four in 10 
(39%) skipping brick-and-mortar altogether in favor of e-commerce options. This means 86% of respondents will make 
at least some of their holiday purchases online, with only 14% sticking exclusively to brick-and-mortar stores.

• Other interesting findings include:
o Two-thirds (67%) of respondents recently purchased a product directly from a brand that they otherwise would 

have purchased at a big-box retailer.
o Almost eight in 10 (78%) respondents value their privacy over customized marketing (22%).
o Online shopping is driving more and more auto purchases, with 30% of respondents purchasing a vehicle 

online, and three-quarters of respondents relying on online research before visiting the dealership.
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‘Brexit has significantly altered Irish-British freight traffic’
• An Irish government agency reported on Thursday that the post-Brexit trade frictions "significantly changed" the 

volume of freight between Ireland and the UK and triggered a sharp increase in freight volumes to and from Ireland 
and other EU member states.

• Since neighboring Britain left the EU trade track on December 31, after inspections of some commodities, imports 
from the United Kingdom have decreased by 35% in the first five months of 2021, while the number of routes to the 
European continent has more than doubled.

• According to the Irish Maritime Development Office, roll-on/roll-off traffic between Irish and British ports was 20% 
lower in the second quarter compared to the same pre-coronavirus pandemic period in 2019 while volumes on 
Irish/EU routes were up 99% on 2019.

• Overall volumes were 0.2% lower than the second quarter of 2019. The most significant factor behind the changes 
was traders abandoning the British ‘land bridge’, that was once much quicker, where hauliers would take a short sea 
crossing between Dublin and Holyhead in Wales, drive across Britain and then take another ferry to mainland Europe.

• According to reuters.com, many hauliers are now shunning the route over concerns about delays and disruption due 
to new customs controls, the IMDO's quarterly report found.

SoCal truck demand spiking on record intermodal rates, railyard congestion
With ocean carriers pushing importers toward transloading in California amid record-high spot intermodal rates, trucks 
are becoming a hot commodity in Los Angeles in August. 

Maersk driving last-mile delivery out of growing warehousing network
Maersk’s acquisition of Visible Supply Chain Management last week adds nine fulfillment centers to its distribution 
network, allowing it to reach 95 percent of the US direct-to-consumer market within 48 hours. 

HMM extends profitable run as higher rates offset volume drop
HMM has continued its profitable momentum in the first half and has no expectation positive earnings will change.
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FedEx hits big shippers with 2 residential delivery surcharges
• FedEx Corp. disclosed on Friday a series of surcharges to cover the delivery of shipments during the upcoming peak 

shipping season, as well as a separate 60-cents-per-package surcharge to extend into 2022.
• The holiday surcharge cycle begins Oct. 4 with levies on shipments that typically move outside of FedEx’s main 

processing stream and that require some type of extraordinary handling. A $5.95-per-package surcharge will be 
imposed on shipments requiring “special handling.” A $62.50-per-piece charge will be imposed on so-called oversize 
shipments that don’t fit the company’s conveyable processes. In addition, a $350-per-package charge will be levied 
on “unauthorized” shipments that FedEx (NYSE:FDX) generally discourages because their large sizes and weights 
make them more appropriate for LTL shipping and handling rather than parcel. 

• The special-handling and oversize surcharges apply to all U.S. air and ground services, as well as international ground 
services. The unauthorized shipment surcharge applies on U.S. and international ground services. All three charges 
expire Jan. 16.

• Surcharge season kicks in hard on Nov. 1 when a $1.50-per-piece levy will be imposed on all deliveries moving under 
FedEx’s Ground Economy program, which used to be branded as “SmartPost” when FedEx tendered parcels to the 
U.S. Postal Service for final deliveries to residences. Earlier this year, FedEx said it had completed a multiyear effort to 
bring all of that business in-house.

• The first surcharge expires on Nov. 28. A second surcharge, which will be double the prior levy at $3 per package, 
begins the following day and runs until Dec. 12. For the third cycle, which runs from Dec. 13 to Jan. 16, FedEx will 
reduce the surcharge to its original $1.50.

KCS + CN or CP: Timeout Called
Yet another potentially game-changing moment for Kansas City Southern in the railroad version of the Super Bowl—the 
merger tug-of-war between rival Canadian teams, taking place on the Surface Transportation Board playing field before 
head official Marty Oberman, this one not entirely unexpected: The KCS board has called a timeout (postponed) the Aug. 
19 shareholder vote on accepting or rejecting CN’s power-play offer until the STB rules on the CN/KCS voting trust. Will 
Canadian Pacific pull off a hat trick?
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Cargo airlines cancel hundreds of China flights amid COVID outbreak
• Chinese restrictions to control a spike in COVID infections have severely curtailed cargo operations at several airports 

and reduced crew availability, forcing airlines to cancel hundreds of flights as the peak shipping season kicks into high 
gear in a sector already struggling to keep up with high demand.

• Logistics professionals say the growing scarcity of long-haul aircraft could push freight rates near $20 per kilogram on 
certain trade lanes within a few weeks, making air transport five or six times more expensive than normal for the fall 
rush. The only time shipping costs have been that high was during the early days of the pandemic when the mass 
grounding of passenger flights took away a vast amount of cargo space.

• Current data from logistics providers and risk analysts shows that 531 flights, or 43% of the daily total, were canceled 
from Beijing and that airlines scrubbed 408 flights, a third of the daily total, at Shanghai Pudong International 
Airport, as of Aug. 6. Two-thirds of the flights were canceled in Xiamen. And Sunan Shuofang International Airport, 
which serves the cities of Wuxi and Suzhou in southern Jiangsu province, is not accepting import cargo.

• “You’re taking a few thousand tons a week of capacity out of an already very tight market, so that is going to have a 
subsequent impact on rates. They’ve gone up in the past several days as a lot of these decisions have been made. 
And I suspect we’re going to be in super peak market conditions here in the coming days,” said Neel Jones Shah, 
executive vice president and global head of airfreight at Flexport, in a phone interview. 

• The mass cancellation of cargo flights in China is the latest in a series of supply chain disruptions this year that 
include a large container ship getting stuck in the Suez Canal for six days, a partial COVID lockdown of the Yantian 
terminal in the Port of Shenzhen for nearly a month and spun off shipping delays around the world, and wildfires in 
British Columbia that halted intermodal rail traffic to and from the Port of Vancouver.

• China recently recorded its highest number of COVID cases since the start of the outbreak in Wuhan last year as the 
delta variant starts to take hold. The outbreak has been traced to nine airport cleaners at Nanjing Lukou 
International Airport who tested positive during a routine test last month. 

• In the air cargo environment, the public health measures have had a dual impact: reducing the supply of labor to 
handle cargo at airports and to fly aircraft.
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Canadian retailer buys stake in British Columbia’s largest inland port
$32M deal will help Canadian Tire get containers from Vancouver more efficiently.
• Canadian Tire is acquiring a 25% stake in Ashcroft Terminal, the largest inland port in British Columbia, in a deal that 

will allow the Canadian retailer to move containers more efficiently from the Port of Vancouver and improve access 
to CN and Canadian Pacific rail capacity.

• Ashcroft Terminal announced the CA$40 million deal. Operator PSA International will retain a 60% stake in the 
transloading and intermodal facility. 

• Canadian Tire, Canada’s largest container importer, said the deal will allow the company to improve supply chain 
performance and reduce carbon emissions as it moves cargo via the rails instead of by truck from the port. 

• “Having strategic access to high-demand capacity will enable greater control over our end-to-end supply chain, 
which has become increasingly critical in a time where global supply chains have been completely disrupted and 
new resiliency is required,” Paul Draffin, Canadian Tire’s chief supply officer, said in a statement. 

• Ashcroft Terminal is about 185 miles east of Vancouver, intersecting with CP and CN rail lines. It handles about 7,000 
railcars and 6,000 trucks each year. 

Comment: ACC assisted in the development and marketing of Ashcroft Terminal prior to PSA engagement.

Presidential perspective on Calif. high-speed rail
• This week, StreetsBlog CAL reported that Fresno Mayor Jerry Dyer spoke with President Biden via Zoom call about 

plans, perspectives, and funding for high-speed rail in California. The conversation was sparked by the funds the 
high-speed rail project will receive from the $1-trillion federal infrastructure bill.

• StreetsBlog Cal quoted the president’s remark that “‘I’m a big rail guy. We have more money in this area, for high-
speed rail, than all the money we’ve spent on Amtrak–this is a gigantic investment. We’re talking about electric. 
We’re not talking about diesel. And we’re talking about being able to transform and impact on the air quality in your 
area.”

• The state believes that it may receive between $20 to $40 billion for the project.
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Australia’s Inland Rail project under fire
• THE Australian federal government and the Australian Rail Track Corporation have been criticized by the Senate 

Standing Committees on Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport over their handling of the signature $A 10bn Inland 
Rail Project.

• The committee’s report entitled Inland Rail: Derailed from the Start said the original cost of $A 4.7bn had blown out 
to $A 10bn while the government had committed more than $A 14.3bn amid predictions that the final bill could be as 
high as $A 20bn.

• The committee said the project’s underpinning was based on an out-of-date business case and cast doubt on whether 
it is still valid given the substantial increase in capital required for its completion.

• “It is apparent to the committee that the original costings and allocated budget for Inland Rail was inadequate from 
the outset and is a failure on behalf of the Australian government and the ARTC to appropriately prepare, plan and 
implement Inland Rail.”

EC approves €550m in state aid for DB Long Distance
• The European Commission (EC) has approved €550m in state aid for German Rail’s (DB) Long Distance subsidiary. The 

measure, which will take the form of an equity injection, aims to compensate DB for damages suffered by German 
services between 2020 March 16 and 2020 June 7, and international services between 2020 March 16 and 2020 June 
30  due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

• DB requested a €4.5bn equity increase in May 2020, with the government proposing a €5bn lump sum in June 2020. 
However, this was protested by private operators who called for cross-sector support. The government subsequently 
allocated €3n to reduce train path costs, which was subsequently approved by the EC, with the remaining €1.374bn 
still to be approved by commission which has requested further evidence of the financial damage caused to DB Long 
Distance after June 30.

• DB reported a near €1bn operating loss but encouraged as passengers begin to return.
• DB is part of the DB AG Group and includes DB Schenker Logistics and DB Cargo.
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Embraer tweaks turboprop concept to have aft-mounted engines
• Embraer has unveiled a new configuration for its conceptual turboprop, now                                                   

pitching a 70-90 seat aircraft with aft-mounted engines – a design the company                                                  
says can replace 50-seat regional jets.

• Previous designs for the turboprop released by the Brazilian airframer – a                                                      
programme it has yet to officially launch – had more conventional wing-mounted                                                  
engines. 

• “Our proposal here is to offer a high-tech, 70- to 90-seat turboprop with the same                                              
cross-section as the E-Jets. Very comfortable, no middle seats and spacious                                                     
overhead bins,” Embraer senior vice-president of engineering, technology and corporate strategy Luis Carlos Affonso 
said.

• Embraer has pledged to develop “solutions” to achieve “net-zero aviation emissions” by 2050, saying it will work 
expand the use of biofuel and continue developing aircraft powered partly and fully by electricity.

Supply Chain Concerns as China Partially Shuts Another Port
• A terminal has been closed at the Ningbo-Zhoushan port in eastern China, the world’s third busiest, halting all 

inbound and outbound containers due to what it described as a “system disruption” in a statement, but is likely due 
to an employee at the terminal testing positive for Covid-19, according to a Bloomberg report.

• The terminal accounts for about 25 percent of container cargo through the port and is the second recent shutdown at 
a Chinese port due to Covid-19 infections, after the closure of Yantian port in Shenzhen from late May for about a 
month.

• That closure lifted soaring freight rates, which are at record levels and a source of inflation. It’s feared this latest 
disruption will further strain supply chains and cause prices to rise even further.

• An extended halt at the Ningbo-Zhoushan port could have particularly serious consequences, impacting supply for 
Black Friday and holiday season shopping in the West.
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NASA's Supersonic X-59 Jet "Quietly" Booms Its Way To First Flight
• Newly released timelapse footage from the US space agency shows the merging of the "the major aircraft                       

sections" of NASA's X-59 Quiet SuperSonic Technology (QueSST) aircraft, a blog from NASA explains. 
• The X-59, whose design was first revealed to the public in 2019, is gradually taking shape                                as NASA, 

in partnership with Lockheed Martin, aims to create a jet that could reignite                                                commercial 
supersonic air travel almost two decades after the Concorde's last flight.

• The construction of X-59 is taking place at Lockheed Martin Skunk                                              Works in Palmdale, 
California. Once completed, the supersonic jet will                                                             be capable of cruising at Mach 
1.4, which is 925 mph (1488 km/h).

• The X-59 was specifically                                                                                           designed with a thin 30-foot-long nose 
that lowers the sound of                                                                                    the sonic boom when the jet surpasses the 
speed of sound at 767                                                                                  mph (1,235 km/h). That should allow it to reach 
supersonic speeds soon                                                                               after takeoff. The Concorde, by comparison, had 
to remain at a                                                                                         lower speed overpopulated areas, due to its 
immense sonic boom.

Tunnel of Jakarta-Bandung high speed railway completed
• The No. 8 tunnel of the Jakarta-Bandung High Speed Railway (HSR) in Indonesia was completed, the railway said.
• With a design speed of 350 km per hour, the high-speed railway built with Chinese technology will cut the journey 

between Jakarta and Bandung, the capital of West Java province, from more than three hours to around 40 minutes.
• The tunnel, located in West Bandung Regency's Cikalong, West Java province, has a total length of 2,190 meters and 

a maximum depth of burial of about 95 meters.
• KCIC said the No. 8 tunnel is the second longest tunnel in the whole HSR, with 2 inclined shafts along the tunnel.

Supply Chain Update 19
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Exemption will get drivers employed faster amid ‘historic driver shortage’
• Werner Enterprises is banking on a commercial learner’s permit (CPL) exemption not only to boost operational 

productivity but to help the company get its drivers employed faster.
• In an application filed with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration in July, the Omaha, Nebraska-based 

truckload carrier asserted current federal regulations are keeping it from immediately employing new drivers 
because drivers are no longer issued a temporary CDL after passing the CDL skills test.

• Temporary CDLs previously allowed companies like Werner [NASDAQ: WERN] to immediately designate a new driver 
as “on duty” in order to drive to his or her home state to get CDL documentation without an accompanying second 
driver in “on-duty” status.

• But with no temporary CDL available under the current regime, “Werner must choose either to wait for the new 
driver to obtain a CDL from his or her home state before commencing freight movement in an ‘on duty’ status or 
send the new driver home in an unproductive non-driving capacity,” the company stated. “The outcome is an 
inefficiency in the supply chain and a lost employment opportunity for the driver.”

BNSF reopens Arkansas intermodal site
• BNSF Railway Co. has reopened its Harvard Intermodal Facility in Marion, Arkansas, to meet increased intermodal 

demand in the Memphis, Tennessee, region.
• All International intermodal shipments originating at the Port of Long Beach's Pier T Terminal in California will now 

terminate at BNSF's Harvard Intermodal Facility, the Class I announced this week.
• The facility is located 27 miles northwest of BNSF's Memphis Intermodal Hub.

Norfolk Southern to reopen south central Pennsylvania intermodal facility
• Norfolk Southern will reopen an intermodal facility in south central Pennsylvania in September to expand capacity, 

respond to market demand and alleviate congestion.
• The Greencastle terminal can conduct an estimated 100,000 shipping container lifts annually. The first phase of 

traffic at the reopened terminal is expected to generate around 50,000 lifts, NS said. 
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Ports facing biggest crisis in 65 years due to Covid
• All over the world, ports have taken center stage during the pandemic. While many airports, roads, and trains 

ground to a halt during the peak of the pandemic last year, authorities continued to wave ships into ports. Although 
this emphasizes the importance of shipping, the same goes for the danger of port disruptions in the future and we 
are now witnessing the biggest disruption to ports since the start of container shipping 65 years ago.

• According to Kuehne+Nagel, 353 container ships are currently anchored outside ports around the world, more than 
doubling the number from earlier this year. The busiest ports, such as Los Angeles / Long Beach, are experiencing 
delays of 12 days or more. The logjam has caused shortages of stock and delayed deliveries, raising prices, frustrating 
consumers, and alarming regulators.

• Adding to the problem is an aging and overburdened port system. “There were problems before the rush of cargo,” 
Soren Toft, chief executive of the world’s second-largest container shipping group MSC told gcaptain.com. “Port 
complexes were becoming old, there were capacity restrictions and restrictions on the ability to serve the ever-
growing size of ships.”

• The solution to the problem is investing in port infrastructure, short sea shipping, and short sea distribution.

Cargo ship splits in two after running aground in Japan port
• A cargo ship broke into two pieces after running aground in a northern Japanese port and is spilling oil into the sea, 

Japan's coast guard said Thursday. All 21 Chinese and Filipino crew members were safely rescued by the coast guard, 
said the ship's Japanese operator, NYK Line.

• The 39,910-ton wood-chip carrier Crimson Polaris went aground Wednesday while                                                   
sailing inside Hachinohe Port. It managed to free itself from the seabed but                                                 
suffered a crack which widened and eventually caused the vessel to split into two                                            
early Thursday, the coast guard said.

• Officials were trying to contain the oil spill. The amount of oil leaked is under                                            
investigation, NYK Line said in a statement.
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More supply chain delays as Ningbo port congestion worsens
• The closure of a critical container terminal at the Port of Ningbo in China because of a COVID infection is having swift 

ripple effects that are likely to spread worldwide, adding to shipping delays and stretching order lead times as 
companies try to stock shelves for the holiday shopping season.

• As of 4 p.m. Friday, local time, 40 vessels were waiting at anchor for a berth outside Ningbo, and an additional 30 
container ships were parked outside the Port of Shanghai, according to Kuehne + Nagel’s SeaExplorer platform. 

• The average wait time for a berth is two to three days, said Franziska Bietke, global sea logistics marketing manager 
for K + N, the  largest ocean freight forwarder by volume in the world. 

• Port officials suspended operations at Ningbo’s Meishan Terminal early Wednesday after a single worker tested 
positive for COVID. All inbound and outbound container operations at the facility have been redirected to other 
terminals until further notice, adding to congestion at those locations. Meishan is one of five container terminals in 
Ningbo and handles about a quarter of the port’s total volume. Authorities say trucking, container yard and dockside 
activity will remain on hold until the Ningbo Municipal Health Commission can determine the extent of the outbreak.

• In two days, the average number of weekly port calls to Ningbo has plunged 70% from nearly 200 container vessels to 
fewer than 60 this week as ocean carriers divert vessels and initiate blanked sailings to and from the port, according to 
data provided by project44, a supply chain visibility platform.

China’s Port Shutdown Raises Fears of Closures Worldwide
• The Port of Los Angeles, which saw its volumes dip because of a June Covid outbreak at the Yantian port in China, is 

bracing for another potential decline because of the latest shutdown at the Ningbo-Zhoushan port in China, a 
spokesman said. 

• The shutdown at Ningbo-Zhoushan is raising fears that ports around the world will soon face the same kind of 
outbreaks and Covid restrictions that slowed the flows of everything from perishable food to electronics last year as 
the pandemic took hold. Infections are threatening to spread at docks just as the world’s shipping system is already 
struggling to handle unprecedented demand with economies reopening and manufacturing picking up.
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Blank sailing plans for 'Golden Week' would push shipping rates even higher
• Ocean carriers are reported to be considering a new round of blank sailings from Asia around China’s Golden Week 

holiday, in the first week of October, to support their massive rate gains of the past year.
• There has been no sign of any easing of the record high rates on the major transpacific and Asia to Europe 

tradelanes in the last few weeks, with the current lockdown at Ningbo’s Meishan terminal ensuring space will 
remain extremely tight right up to the national holiday.

• Forward bookings from Asia to the US remain especially strong, with BCOs and NVOCCs engaging in daily combat for 
space on ocean carriers’ extra loaders, as well as on the few new charter carrier sailings that have emerged.

• “NVOCCs are finding it difficult to find space and many are turning to extra loaders and new charter carriers,” said 
Jon Monroe, of Washington state-based Jon Monroe Consulting.

• He had counted “at least four new charter carriers already in operation” between Asia and the US west coast, “with 
rumors of more to come”.

• Meanwhile, a straw poll of The Loadstar shipper contacts in the UK on Friday suggested that, prior to the Ningbo 
terminal shutdown, there had been “a slight easing” of market rate offers for prompt shipment from Asia.

• “The first week for some time that I haven’t seen a $20,000 rate in the ‘offers’ we get in from China,” said a 
Felixstowe-based NVOCC. But he added: “I’m not holding my breath as the Ningbo crisis is surely going to push up 
rates again as we all scramble for space before the October holiday shutdowns.

• “And I’m hearing whispers from a friend at a carrier that there are already discussions in their alliance about a new 
blanking programme in October, which would mean no chance of rates coming down any time soon.”

• Traditionally, carriers cut capacity around the Golden Week holiday to mitigate the erosion of rates during the slack 
winter months, ahead of the next demand upswing that precedes the Chinese New Year holiday in February.

• However, it is clear that shipping lines will look this year to bridge that period with network adjustments – whether 
that is in the form of void sailings, slidings to regain schedules or dry-docking ships.

• Dry-docking ships will give the carriers another capacity tool to deploy, which would leave them open to less 
criticism from shippers and, not least, the attention of regulators, than they would expect after blanking sailings.
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California congestion nears new high, East Coast gridlock worsens
• It’s only mid-August — the early days of peak shipping season — but the record for container ships anchored off 

California is already on the verge of being broken.
• Port congestion is simultaneously building along the East Coast, with anchorage numbers off Georgia well into the 

double digits and, for the first time this year, a growing queue offshore of the Port of New York and New Jersey.
• On Friday, there were 125 ships of all types (including tankers and cruise ships) either at berth or anchor in Los 

Angeles/Long Beach. That’s a new record. The Q1 high was 113.
• On Saturday, there were 68 ships of all types at anchor, yet another record. There were 66 container ships either at 

berth or waiting offshore, just one short of the all-time high. And there were 37 container ships waiting offshore, 
three short of the February peak.
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Hapag Lloyd and HMM continue to see bumper results
• More good news from the container shipping sector. Both Hapag Lloyd and HMM have reported record profits, even 

if the latter has some other problems.
• Hapag Lloyd saw revenues for the first half of the year rise 51% to US$10.6bn whilst profits trebled to $7.0bn. 

Unsurprisingly this was due to “a 46 per cent higher average freight rate of 1,612 USD/TEU”, which is up from 1,104 
USD/TEU in the first half of 2020. In turn, these higher prices were the result of “high demand combined with scarce 
transport capacities and severe infrastructural bottlenecks.”

• Unlike the experience of some other container lines, overall volumes were up, although only slightly at 6m TEUs, a 
4% increase whilst higher bunker-prices were shaken out of this half-year’s numbers, with prices having fallen by 6%.

• Rolf Habben Jansen, CEO of Hapag Lloyd said that the company was “naturally pleased by this extraordinary financial 
result. But the bottlenecks in the supply chains continue to cause enormous strains and inefficiencies for all market 
participants and we have to do our utmost to resolve them jointly as soon as possible”, however “despite all the 
efforts made and the additional container box capacity that is being injected” he did not expect the market situation 
only to ease until “the first quarter of 2022 at the earliest.”

• Hyundai Merchant Marine (HMM) experienced similar performance, with “the highest quarterly operating income in 
company history”. This is all the more remarkable as the company has struggled to make a profit over the past few 
years. Revenue was up 84.9% at $2.179bn (KorW2,428bn), whilst operating income was positive at $915m 
(KorW1,019bn) in contrast to the slight loss in the first half of 2020. However, it is worth noting that profit before tax 
remained substantially lower than the operating number at $138m (KorW154bn), possibly depressed by financial 
costs including derivative trades worth KorW1.4 trillion.

• HMM’s container shipping business experienced an increase of 6.7% in the numbers of containers handled 
compared with the same period last year, with freight rates charged rising by 125%, however, HMM’s tanker business 
saw falling sales and volumes.

• The performance of Hapag Lloyd is not so surprising however HMM represents a recovery notable for its strategic 
implications, lessening the imperative of further consolidation in the market, at least for the next couple of years.
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Clock ticking for Christmas imports as West Coast congestion mounts
Dwell times at terminals, warehouses and rail yards now at or near record highs
• The Port Los Angeles — America’s largest container gateway — looks destined to max out this peak season. In fact, it 

may be maxing out right now.
• The port’s throughput numbers for July were announced Tuesday. They were high, but not as high as previously 

predicted, likely due to supply chain headwinds.
• And in August, all the port’s congestion indicators are flashing red. Conditions at anchorages, terminal yards, 

railheads and warehouses are deteriorating across the board.
• “Every aspect of the supply chain is under scrutiny,” said Port of Los Angeles Executive Director Gene Seroka. “There’s 

no one lever we can pull right now, but all options are on the table.”
• Meanwhile, the collapse of exports from Los Angeles                                                                          

continues. Loaded outbound volumes in July totaled only                                                                      
91,440 TEUs, down 28% year on year. It was the lowest                                                                        
monthly export tally since February 2005.

• Empty outbound containers surged 20% year on year, to                                                                        
329,999 TEUs. As Seroka put it, “Our largest export                                                                          
commodity continues to be air as we reposition empty                                                                         
containers back to Asia.”

• The port expects total throughput of 950,000 TEUs this                                                                       
month, considerably higher than July’s volume but below                                                                      
August 2020’s total of 961,833 TEUs. The port expects                                                                        
volumes are back to 880,000 TEUs in Sept, flat vs Sept 2020.

• The challenge for Los Angeles is that ship arrivals are rising                                                               
but land-based capacity to handle added inflows can’t keep                                                                      
pace. 
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Are four drive-thru lanes better than two?
• Taco Bell last week introduced a new two-story concept, Taco Bell                                                               

Defy. The design features four drive-thru lanes on the ground level                                                             
and houses the kitchen on the second level where orders are                                                                  
prepared to send below for pickup.

• Three lanes are dedicated to mobile or delivery order pickups,                                                               
enabling a quick “skip the line” promise for customers ordering via                                                          
the Taco Bell app and third-party delivery services. One traditional                                                            
lane supports on-site ordering and pickup.

• Mobile customers arriving in cars scan their order via a QR code at digital check-in screens. They then pull forward to 
the pickup area and their food is delivered via a contactless proprietary lift system from the elevated food-prep area. 
Two-way audio and video technology lets customers interact directly with the food-prep team above in real time.

Burger King® Unveils New Restaurant Designs for Enhanced Guest Experience in COVID World
Burger King® is unveiling new restaurant designs that will deliver flexibility, innovative features and convenient options for 
how BK® food can be ordered and delivered, to fulfill changing guests demands. Dedicated mobile order and curbside 
pick-up areas, drive-in and walk-up order areas, enhanced drive-thru experience, exterior dining spaces and sustainable 
design elements are featured throughout the new                                                                              designs. 
Innovations include;

o Drive-In. 
o Curbside Delivery. 
o Pick Up Lockers.  
o On-Premise Dining. 
o Drive-Thru. 
o Suspended Kitchen and Dining Room. 
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NHS waiting lists could rise to 14 million in England next year – report
• Up to 14 million people could be on NHS waiting lists in England by next autumn, new analysis suggests.
• Currently, some five million are waiting for routine operations and procedures - many of whom are in pain.
• But the Institute for Fiscal Studies has warned there is a huge hidden backlog of patients who are still yet to come 

forward for treatment.
• The government pointed to the £1bn it had given to the NHS this year to clear the backlog.
• There have been repeated warnings over the length of hospital waiting lists in England. A record number of patients 

are currently waiting for surgery - such as hip or knee replacements - with more than 385,000 patients waiting more 
than a year, compared to just 1,600 before the pandemic.

Australia state reports record daily infections
• Australia’s most populous state reported a daily record 466 new locally acquired COVID-19 infections on Saturday and 

increased fines for breaches of pandemic restrictions.
• The previous record tally in New South Wales home to Sydney was 390 reported on Friday.
• Four people had died overnight, bringing the death toll in New South Wales from an outbreak of the delta variant 

first detected in Sydney in mid-June to 42.
• New South Wales Premier Gladys Berejiklian said fines for breaking pandemic rules such as breaching quarantine 

orders had been increased from 1,000 Australian dollars ($737) to AU$5,000 ($3,685).
• Sydney residents will be restricted to within 5 kilometers (3 miles) of home, half the distance they were previously 

allowed.
• The government later announced that all New South Wales would be locked down from 5 p.m. until Aug. 22.
• Deputy Premier John Barilaro tweeted that the stay-at-home orders were to minimize movement and protect 

regional communities from the evolving COVID-19 situation in Sydney.
• Berejiklian said a positive note was that half the New South Wales population older than 16 had at least one vaccine 

dose.
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U.S. States Hardest Hit by New COVID Wave
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Sources: US To Recommend COVID Vaccine Boosters At 8 Months 
• U.S. experts are expected to recommend COVID-19 vaccine boosters for all Americans, regardless of age, eight 

months after they received their second dose of the shot, to ensure lasting protection against the coronavirus as 
the delta variant spreads across the country. Federal health officials have been actively looking at whether extra 
shots for the vaccinated would be needed as early as this fall, reviewing case numbers in the U.S. as well as the 
situation in other countries such as Israel, where preliminary studies suggest the vaccine’s protection against 
serious illness dropped among those vaccinated in January. 

• As the Delta variant rages around the world, a heated debate has arisen over whether public health officials should 
recommend booster shots. On one side are global health officials who contend that available vaccines would be 
better used to inoculate high-risk people in poor nations where few have gotten the shots. On the other are leaders 
and health officials in wealthier countries, who are setting aside doses for more vulnerable people who may need 
additional doses to protect them from the virus.

Hospitalizations Of Americans Under 50 Have Reached New Pandemic Highs 
A lagging vaccination campaign and the spread of the highly contagious Delta variant are driving a surge in Covid-19 
hospitalizations in the United States. Among Americans under age 50, average daily hospital admissions have hit a 
pandemic high, according to the latest data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

After Quietly Fading Into Background, Covid Testing Roars Back 
• Cities in California, Texas, Florida and elsewhere are reopening sites that had closed or are adding more. In Hawaii 

and Kentucky, people are waiting hours or are being turned away.
• San Francisco will reopen a mass coronavirus testing site in SoMa on Wednesday amid a troubling rise in cases —

mostly among the unvaccinated — and a surge in demand for tests. 
• Fort Worth is reopening eight COVID-19 mobile testing sites due to a "concerning uptick in cases tied to the Delta 

variant in recent weeks," the city said Monday. That brings San Francisco’s total test capacity to about 5,000 a day.
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Blackberry fully detects and protects in se labs breach response test
• BlackBerry® Protect and BlackBerry® Optics won the AAA award for detecting and preventing                                    

cyberattacks during the SE Labs Breach Response Test. This test subjected BlackBerry® products to a                          
wide  range of hacking attacks publicly available. All threats were stopped before damage occurred.

• SE Labs tested BlackBerry Protect and Optics against a range of hacking attacks designed to compromise systems and 
penetrate target networks in the same way as criminals and other attackers breach systems and networks. Full chains 
of attack were used, meaning that testers behaved as real attackers, probing targets using a variety  of tools, 
techniques and vectors before attempting to gain lower-level and more powerful access. Finally, the testers/ 
attackers attempted to complete their missions, which might include stealing information, damaging systems and 
connecting to other systems on the network.

10 of the biggest ransomware attacks of 2021 -- so far
• It's only halfway through 2021, and the world has incurred record-setting ransomware attacks on critical 

infrastructures, schools and healthcare networks.
• Even as this list was being compiled, another major attack occurred: Kaseya was breached; REvil ransomware actors 

used the software vendor to breach and infect hundreds of other organizations in one of the largest ransomware 
attacks ever. Here are 10 of the biggest ransomware attacks through the first half of 2021, in chronological order.

(i) Buffalo Public Schools
(ii) Acer 
(iii) CNA Financial
(iv) Applus Technologies
(v) Quanta Computer
(vi) ExaGrid
(vii) Ireland's Health Service Executive (HSE)
(viii) AXA S.A
(ix) JBS USA
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Ola shocks with beautiful, high-tech 70 mph electric scooters the entire world needs to see
• Ola Electric teased its upcoming electric scooter for months, and it finally delivered over                                  

the weekend with the big unveil. The Ola S1 and S1 Pro models were just announced,                                           
showing off high-tech features, best-in-class performance, and shockingly low prices.

• Produced locally in Ola’s giant electric scooter mega factory with a planned capacity of                                     
10 million vehicles per year, the S1 and S1 Pro electric scooters are rolling out with an                                    
eye on both domestic Indian sales and international exports.

• Today the scooters look like leaders in the local market, but tomorrow could see                                             
shockwaves reverberate globally. That’s because the two models offer better                                                  
performance than any other comparably sized electric scooters.

• An 8.5 kW electric motor mounted within the scooter’s frame provides the S1 with a                                           
top speed of 90 km/h (56 mph) and an even faster top speed in the S1 Pro of 115 km/h (71 mph).

• An innovated banana-shaped battery pack under the rider’s feet offers 3 kWh of capacity and 121 km (75 miles) of 
range. In the high spec S1 Pro, those figures increase to 4 kWh and 181 km (112 miles) of range.

• The battery is not removable but can be quick charged most of the way in around 30 minutes. An 18-minute charge 
on an Ola quick charger will provide 75 km (46 miles) of range.

• Most riders will likely charge overnight, though, where home charging with a 750W portable charger will take 
around 4.5 hours on the S1 and 6.5 hours on the S1 Pro.

• The 121 kg (267 lb) scooters come with a large 7inch color touch screen that displays GPS-based map navigation in 
addition to typical performance readouts on user-selectable skins.

• Just like your cell phone, the scooter also packs a digital voice assistant. Saying to the scooter, “Hey Ola, play some 
music,” will pull up your playlist and get the tunes cranking out of the scooter’s built-in speaker system.

• Riders can even take calls via the scooter’s OS by connecting their phones.
• Profiles can be installed on the scooter for friends and family members so that the scooter remembers each riders’ 

performance customizations and user interface modifications.
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2022 Fiat Panda
• The Fiat Panda brand is line to receive a well-deserved uplift with an all-new design set to                                    

come in 2022. This isn’t the only change that’s happening at the Italian brand. The Fiat                                     
Chrysler Automobiles(FCA) is now focused on investing in the Fiat brand after a period of                                    
heavily investing in Jeep.

• The Fiat Panda is reportedly set on the Centoventi concept that was revealed in 2019 at                                      
the Geneva Motor Show. The Panda nameplate has appeared in three previous models                                             
and the new version is expected to carry the minimalist approach that the company is                                         
best known for. The new Panda is reportedly coming as a fully electric vehicle along with the all-electric Fiat 500.

Hydrogen-powered vehicles: A realistic path to clean energy?
• Hydrogen, the most abundant element in the universe, is increasingly viewed, along with electric vehicles, as one 

way to slow the environmentally destructive impact of the planet’s 1.2 billion vehicles, most of which burn gasoline 
and diesel fuel. Manufacturers of large trucks and commercial vehicles are beginning to embrace hydrogen fuel cell 
technologies as a way forward. So are makers of planes, trains and passenger vehicles.

• No one knows when, or even whether, hydrogen will be adopted for widespread use.
• About 7,500 hydrogen fuel cell cars are on the road in the U.S., mostly in California.
• Hydrogen production is adding to rather than reducing pollution. The world produces about 75 million tons a year, 

most of it in a carbon emission-creating processes involving steam reformation of natural gas. 
• Currently, it costs more to make a hydrogen truck and produce the fuel than to put a diesel-powered truck on the 

road. Hydrogen costs about $13/kg. in California, and 1 kilogram can deliver slightly more energy than a gallon of 
diesel fuel. By contrast, diesel fuel is only about $3.25 per gallon in the U.S. But experts say that disparity will narrow.

• Hydrogen can be produced by electrolysis of rainwater, without coal or oil. The byproduct is oxygen. The power to 
drive electrolysis can come from solar panels.

• Overall energy conversion  efficiency using hydrogen is 1/4 that of battery powered vehicles.
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